HOPE ON THE FRONTLINES
How God is Moving in Ukraine and
How You Can Pray

At the beginning of the war, many people left
Kyiv, Chernihiv, Kharkiv, Sumy, and Mariupol.
Now more people are leaving Luhansk and
Donetsk, and most of these people are
seriously impacted, both emotionally and
financially. Families with many children, older
adults, men, and single women are leaving
these areas. Unfortunately, many of those
traveling from these areas are lacking trust and
are somewhat suspicious of people in the
West. Sometimes they are unkind because
they have been told they are not welcome
here. To be honest, it's difficult to serve such
people, but at the same time, this is an
excellent opportunity to grow as Christians to
love others with the love of God. We have
repeatedly seen many of these unkind people
become open to friendships after meeting us.
It has brought our team such joy to break
down those barriers as we provide aid and
share the Gospel!
Those who serve through Hope to the People
in Rivne and Zalissya are people of different

ages, and genders, with varying stories, but al
with one common desire to serve God and
people. Some volunteers can combine
volunteering with their current professional
work, and others have lost their jobs due to
the war. Altogether the volunteers are
housewives, accountants, cooks, teachers,
retirees, students, and mothers with children.
The children here create their own
atmosphere of joy, serenity, and love. One of
the volunteers said, 'The good thing is that
there are children here! When they run, jump,
and laugh, I feel a sense of relief and
understand that life goes on.'
Please pray for the salvation of the displaced
people so that they will experience the love of
God and have a relationship with Him. Pray for
the team to grow in trust in God and love for
those around them. Pray for the church that
brothers and sisters would keep their unity, be
able to forgive, and be sensitive to each
other's spiritual, physical, and financial state.

Hope for the People
Wartime is a time of testing our convictions
about what makes us tick and what drives us
as we make decisions and deal with people.
Wartime is a time when our faith is being rooted
in Christ. Just as a tree, when it is bent by the
wind, it takes root deeper and deeper into the
ground to withstand the new gusts.
Our ministry, Hope to the People in Rivne,
responded quickly to the needs of refugees
fleeing. Currently, a team of 70 people is
working in our facility every day, and 13
volunteer drivers keep taking trips to combat
zones to evacuate women, children, and men.
Every day, we feed 80-120 people. In recent
weeks, humanitarian aid has been delivered to
the eastern and southern parts of our country.
Frequently, displaced people come to us
without anything. They do not know where to
sleep, what to eat, or where they will live. This
is why our primary goal is to comfort them and
turn their gaze toward God. The one who can
take care of them and, most importantly, heal
their souls. Thanks to the generous
contributions of many people, we're trying to
help them the best we can.
We are able to provide rooms for people to
stay overnight as they wait and prepare to be
sent to dormitories and institutions designated
by the state for more long-term settlement.
We're very grateful to God that we have an
additional campground in Zalissya, where we
can accommodate about 120 people and let
them stay for 1-2 months.

Pray
Pray that the conflict between Russia
and Ukraine will not escalate and that a
peaceable solution can be found quickly.

Dear Lord, I pray for peace to be found between
Ukraine and Russia. I pray that the conflict will
cease and that the region will be spared further
violence and bloodshed. I know you are the Prince
of Peace, and I ask that the peace only you can
bring will descend upon Eastern Europe. We ask this
all in your Son's name.
Amen.

Bomb Shelters in Churches
With a small team of volunteers made
up of people who stayed in Kyiv and
wanted to be helpful, we began serving
refugees fleeing from other areas of
Ukraine. With EEM's aid, we have been
able to buy food and hygiene products
to give to local churches in the Poznyaki
district of Kyiv. This district has served
as a significant transit point for
refugees, where people are supplied
with food and clothing as they prepare
to move to safer areas.
The churches in Poznyaki serve as
humanitarian aid points where the
distressed local population can come
for groceries and clothes. Many
churches are equipped as bomb
shelters, and people have come there to
sit out or even live for several days
during air raids.
"Thanks to your continued support, we expanded the scope of our activities and now provide
hot meals for all those in need.

"We want to express our deep gratitude for the assistance provided by EEM, you have
shown us that there are many people abroad who empathize with our grief and strive to
help. We plan to continue our activities on an ongoing basis. We are grateful for your help.

Hope for Children
Martin is a husband and father, a theologian working on his second Ph.D. in theology, but he remains
passionate about active, hands-on ministry with people. Right now, this includes serving the Ukrainian
refugees who have recently settled in the western part of Slovakia. Martin wrote, "I'd like to thank an
amazing organization—EEM—for the generous shipment of beautiful materials for children and teens in
Ukrainian: children's Bibles, coloring books, and activity books. These materials will help them deal with
difficult things in life.
"The first part of this shipment has already been delivered where many families from Ukraine have found
temporary lodging. More boxes will be delivered to other places in the next couple of days."
Martin explained that he is also offering these materials to local volunteers in Trnava and Bratislava.
Because of the high demand for God's Word among refugees, he has been able to provide materials to
those traditionally not established in the Christian circles.
Martin shared, "I've already been contacted by people from secular humanitarian aid initiatives asking if I
could bring them some of these Bibles." He added, "I'm having quite some success getting the books to
places where Christian ministries typically have little to no access. That makes me very happy."
We thank God for Martin, new open doors to share the Gospel, and your generosity that makes it
possible for more people to receive a Bible!

Pray
Pray for the volunteers on the ground,
both in Ukraine and surrounding
countries, as they care for the refugees.

Dear Lord, I pray for the men and women who are
serving selflessly to help those hurting and displaced
in the Ukrainian war. We pray you give them
supernatural strength and resilience. We ask that
you grant them wisdom in handling unprecedented
tragedies, and we pray you keep them safe as they
work tirelessly in a dangerous and volatile area. We
ask this all in your Son's name.
Amen.

"War Has Changed Us"
Since the beginning of the war our
region has been under fire, and over
these three months, the situation has
been constantly changing. When I drive
to the neighboring villages to deliver
food packages, I see more and more
houses and buildings being destroyed
by the enemy every single day, and
there is more sad news from people
who need help. People are coming from
villages located in hot spots to
Mykolayiv looking for a relatively safe
place to stay. Those who are able to
continue the journey go further, but
there are still many who are completely
unprotected and out of resources, sot
they stay here.
The war has changed all of us. I thank
God every morning for a new day He
has given and for one more night and
try to do something useful every single
day. I try every day to do something
good for others.
= Mykola Bodnar, Ukraine

Pray
Pray the emotional, physical and
spiritual healing of the war's many
victims.

Dear Lord, I pray for you to be near and present to
the victims of the war. So many have lost loved ones
and belongings, and we know healing is going to
take a long time after the crisis ends. We pray you
will provide resources to help rebuild and emotional
healing to those who have experienced trauma. In
your Son's name we pray,
Amen.

Risks for Christ's Love
For almost 20 years, our organization,
Hope for the People, has been serving
at the Klevan Special School # 1, which
specializes in helping children with
visual impairments. Our team member,
Ruslana Kovalchuk, teaches Christian
ethics there, provides extracurricular
activities on biblical topics, and
previously, she also led a small group of
Bible studies for high school girls.
At the beginning of the war in Ukraine,
orphans from this institution were
temporarily taken to a neighboring
European country to live there, other
students were sent to relatives and
guardians. But the facility of this school
is currently used for housing displaced
people from the city of Severodonetsk
Luhansk regions. In general, these are
poor families who live in very poor
conditions – two families are sharing
one
room.
Their
housing
in
Severodonetsk was destroyed, and the
city itself was 70% demolished by the
occupiers, so there is no way they can
return home now.
They are grateful for housing and food
and ask for very little. One
philanthropist from the Rivne region is
bringing them fresh bread every week.
Humanitarian aid and food are also
delivered by Hope to People Mission.

However, their future might be very
complicated
and
uncertain.
In
September, the children have to go
back to school, but these people have
nowhere to go. They can't get a job in a
small town, and renting a house in a big
city is too expensive for them.

But for now, we are running outreach
activities and meetings with them every
Friday, where we talk about God, faith,
repentance, and salvation. Besides that,
we are conducting classes with the
children (there are 12 of them), who
also enjoy listening to Bible stories.

Please pray that the sown Word will
grow and bear fruit in their hearts. Pray
for transportation and drivers to make
humanitarian trips to Klevan, as well as
for people who are ready to serve and
evangelize
refugees,
because
perseverance and consistency are
important in this matter.
The situation in eastern Ukraine
remains difficult. Fierce fights have
been going on for 109 days now, with
the invaders destroying towns and
villages. There are many civilian
casualties. War forces people to give up
everything to save their own lives.
Therefore,
despite
the
growing
shortage of fuel, our workers, along
with other volunteer drivers, are
continuing their ministry of evacuation.
Please pray for their lives and money
for carrying out this difficult task. Fuel
that saves lives.
One of the drivers, Georgy Honcharov,
wrote, “As we are continuing to
evacuate people, we are converting fuel
into life. Soledar. There are constant
explosions here and there. We take
risks for the sake of people, for the sake
of Christ and His love.
You can see fear and pain in these
people's eyes. They are forced to
abandon their homes, farms, everything
that made up their lives.A woman from
Siversk gets choked up. In 2014, a shell
exploded in her yard, but now, in 2022,
her house was hit by a missile.So, she
fed the cattle, gave fodder to chickens,
let all the animals loose and… left."

The fact that a volunteer from the
Netherlands is evacuating people side
by side with Christian drivers in the
direction of Soledar-Kamianske inspires
us to be even more zealous in
ministering and loving our neighbors. A
man named Lars bought a roomy
passenger bus and went to the very
east of Ukraine to save the lives of
strangers even though he does not
know the language.

Please pray that the church will have
the resources, people, strength, and
ability to continue to serve those who
have been affected. Pray that the Lord
will strengthen our weary hands and fill
our aching hearts with compassion.

Pray
Pray the Gospel would go forth even in
the midst of war, and that many people
would come to faith in Him.

Dear Lord, I pray that you would use what is evil for
good, and draw many people to You even in the
midst of war and tragedy. We ask that you would
soften the people's hearts to the Gospel, and place
lost individuals in direct contact with Christians. We
pray there will be a great harvest of souls in Ukraine
and surrounding countries. In your Son's name we
pray,
Amen.

If you wish to support the ongoing relief
efforts and provide Bibles in Ukraine,
please consider donating at
https://www.eem.org/donate/.

